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1337 Ventures is Malaysia's first accelerator, pioneering Design Sprint and Thinking, the same
methodology used by S&P500 companies such as Google and Apple. 1337 Ventures also functions as a
venture capital, investing into companies that they accelerate in. Being a private fund, 1337 Ventures
commits an investment amount of up to one million ringgit every year to early stage startups, investing
off its own balance sheet into early stage startups. To date, 1337 Ventures has a
 ccelerated over 500
startups across 6 different countries, and i nvested over MYR $2 million in startups with follow up
funding of over MYR $15 million with several exits. 1337 Ventures have worked with many GLCs and
MNCs throughout the years, such as Bank Negara Malaysia, Khazanah Nasional, MDEC, and CIMB Bank,
conducting accelerator programmes with them, and consulted in their innovation journey.
Most recently, 1337 Ventures is in the midst of becoming Malaysia's, and potentially Asia's, first C
 entre of
Excellence for Accelerators, with a two-prong approach of helping companies innovate, and catalyze
early stage startups in Malaysia. As part of this initiative, 1337 Ventures is creating a set of tools to
enable this process, which includes a plethora of an online, fully digitalised set of tools and canvases,
video modules on current trends and Startup 101, and finally, a tracking mechanism for not only startups
to manage their KPIs and numbers, but for VCs and corporates to t rack the startup's growth and mentor
them remotely.
Some of 1337 Ventures' successful graduates include F
 unding Societies and Coins.ph, which was
recently acquired by GoJek for $72 million. Other successful acquisition includes G
 igfairy, EatCakeToday,
and most recently, AnyPay. Some of 1337 Ventures' recent investments include Senang, Malaysia's first
on-demand insurance that achieved over MYR 90 million sum insured in just 3 months, and DokkuPay,
that has given over 1.2k users without a credit card instalment options.

For more information, please contact Bikesh Lakhmichand, CEO of 1337 Ventures at
bikesh@1337.ventures or visit our website at h
 ttp://www.1337accelerator.com/
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